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Classical Ques-on Answering

Q: “where was Barack Obama born”

‣ Form seman-c representa-on from seman-c parsing, execute against 
structured knowledge base

λx. type(x, Location) ∧ born_in(Barack_Obama, x)

(other representa-ons like SQL possible too…)

‣ How to deal with open-domain data/rela-ons? Need data to learn how 
to ground every predicate or need to be able to produce predicates in a 
zero-shot way
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QA from Open IE

Choi et al. (2015)
‣ Why use the KB at all? Why not answer ques-ons directly from text? 

Like informa-on retrieval!
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QA	is	very	broad

‣ Factoid	QA:	what	states	border	Mississippi?,	when	was	Barack	Obama	
born?

‣ “Ques;on	answering”	as	a	term	is	so	broad	as	to	be	meaningless

‣What	is	the	meaning	of	life?

‣What	is	the	transla=on	of	[sentence]	into	French?	[McCann	et	al.,	2018]

‣ Lots	of	this	could	be	handled	by	QA	from	a	knowledge	base,	if	we	had	a	
big	enough	knowledge	base

‣What	is	4+5?
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What can’t KB QA systems do?

‣ What were the main causes of World War II? — requires summariza-on

‣ Can you get the flu from a flu shot? — want IR to provide an 
explana-on of the answer

‣ What temperature should I cook chicken to? — could be wri8en 
down in a KB but probably isn’t

‣ Today: can we do QA when it requires retrieving the answer from 
a passage?
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Reading Comprehension
‣ “AI challenge problem”: 

answer ques-on given 
context

Richardson (2013)

‣ MCTest (2013): 500 
passages, 4 ques-ons 
per passage

‣ Two ques-ons per 
passage explicitly require 
cross-sentence reasoning

‣ Recognizing Textual 
Entailment (2006)
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Baselines
‣ N-gram matching: append 

ques-on + each answer, 
return answer which gives 
highest n-gram overlap 
with a sentence

‣ Parsing: find direct object 
of “pulled” in the 
document where the 
subject is James

‣ Don’t need any complex seman-c representa-ons
Richardson (2013)
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Reading Comprehension

Richardson (2013)

‣ Classic textual entailment systems don’t work as well as n-grams

‣ Scores are low par-ally due to ques-ons spanning mul-ple sentences

‣ Unfortunately not much data to train be8er methods on (2000 ques-ons)

ngram sliding 
window



MCTest: Be8er Systems

Sachan and Xing (2016)

‣ Match an AMR (abstract 
meaning representa-on) of 
the ques-on against the 
original text

‣ 70% accuracy (roughly 10% 
be8er than baseline)
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Dataset Explosion

‣ 30+ QA datasets released since 2015

‣ Ques-on answering: ques-ons are in natural language

‣ “Cloze” task: word (onen an en-ty) is removed from a sentence

‣ Answers: mul-ple choice or require picking from the passage

‣ Require human annota-on

‣ Answers: mul-ple choice, pick from passage, or pick from vocabulary

‣ Can be created automa-cally from things that aren’t ques-ons

‣ Children’s Book Test, CNN/Daily Mail, SQuAD, TriviaQA, SearchQA, 
MS Marco, RACE, WikiHop, …
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Dataset	Proper;es

‣ One	paragraph?	One	document?	All	of	Wikipedia?

‣ Some	explicitly	require	linking	between	mul;ple	sentences	(MCTest,	

WikiHop,	HotpotQA)

‣ Axis	1:	cloze	task	(fill	in	blank)	vs.	mul;ple	choice	vs.	span-based	vs.	

freeform	genera;on

‣ Axis	2:	what’s	the	input?

‣ Axis	3:	what	capabili;es	are	needed	to	answer	ques;ons?
‣ Finding	simple	informa;on?	Combining	informa;on	across	mul;ple	

sources?	Commonsense	knowledge?
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Children’s Book Test

Hill et al. (2015)

‣ Children’s Book Test: take a sec-on of a children’s story, block out an 
en-ty and predict it (one-doc mul--sentence cloze task)

????



LAMBADA

Paperno	et	al.	(2016)

‣ GPT/BERT	can	in	general	do	very	well	at	cloze	tasks	because	this	
is	what	they’re	trained	to	do

‣ Hard	to	come	up	with	plausible	alterna;ves:	“cooking”,	
“drawing”,	“soccer”,	etc.	don’t	work	in	the	above	context



SWAG

Zellers	et	al.	(2018)

‣ Dataset	was	constructed	to	
be	difficult	for	ELMo

‣ BERT	subsequently	got	20+%	
accuracy	improvements	and	
achieved	human-level	
performance

‣ Problem:	distractors	too	easy

‣ Let’s	look	at	architectures	for	retrieval	from	a	passage



Span-Based Ques-on Answering



SQuAD
‣ Single-document, single-sentence ques-on-answering task where the 

answer is always a substring of the passage

Rajpurkar et al. (2016)

‣ Predict start and end indices of the answer in the passage
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SQuAD
What was Marie Curie the first female recipient of?

Rajpurkar et al. (2016)

first female recipient of the Nobel Prize .

START END

‣ Like a tagging problem over the sentence (not mul-class classifica-on), 
but we need some way of a8ending to the query
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Architectures

‣ Predict	a	distribu;ons	over	start	and	end	points	of	the	answer

Marie	Curie		was				the					first	…

BiLSTM	

encoder

encoding	

of	passage

LSTM
Who	was	the	first	

female	recipient	of	

the	Nobel	Prize?

P(start	=	i	|	q,	p)	=	sormax(piT	W	q)

P(end	|	q,	p)	computed	similarly



Training	and	Inference

‣ Train	on	labeled	data	with	start	and	end	points,	maximize	likelihood	of	
correct	decisions:

What	was	the	name	of	the	first	successful	credit	card?

‣ Inference:	maximize	P(start)	+	P(end)	with	the	constraint	that	(start,	end)	
isn’t	too	big	a	span

log
X

i2gold starts

p(start = i|p, q) + log
X

i2gold ends

p(end = i|p, q)
<latexit sha1_base64="JnfYSf/xQgDEit/ACULXxt41pRo=">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</latexit>
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Why	did	this	take	off?

‣ SQuAD	was	big:	>100,000	ques;ons	at	a	;me	when	deep	learning	was	
exploding

‣ SQuAD	was	pre3y	easy:	year-over-year	progress	for	a	few	years	un;l	the	
dataset	was	essen;ally	solved

‣ SQuAD	had	room	to	improve:	~50%	performance	from	a	logis;c	
regression	baseline	(classifier	with	180M	features	over	cons;tuents)
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Bidirec-onal A8en-on Flow
‣ Passage (context) and query are both encoded with BiLSTMs

‣ Context-to-query a8en-on: compute sonmax over columns of S, take 
weighted sum of u based on a8en-on weights for each passage word

Seo et al. (2016)
passage H

query USij = hi · uj

↵ij = softmaxj(Sij) ‣ dist over query

ũi =
X

j

↵ijuj ‣ query “specialized” 
to the ith word
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Bidirec-onal A8en-on Flow

Seo et al. (2016)

Each passage 
word now “knows 
about” the query



QA	with	BERT

Devlin	et	al.	(2019)

What	was	Marie	Curie	the	first	female	recipient	of	?	[SEP]	One	of	the	most	famous	people	born	in	Warsaw	was	Marie	…

‣ Predict	start	and	end	posi<ons	in	passage
‣ No	need	for	cross-a8en<on	mechanisms!



SQuAD	Results



SQuAD	SOTA:	Fall	18

‣ nlnet,	QANet,	r-net	—	
dueling	super	complex	
systems	(much	more	than	
BiDAF…)

‣ BiDAF:	73	EM	/	81	F1



SQuAD	SOTA:	Spring	19

‣ Industry	contest

‣ SQuAD	2.0:	harder	dataset	
because	some	ques<ons	
are	unanswerable



SQuAD	SOTA:	Fall	19

‣ Harder	QA	sezngs	are	
needed!

‣ Performance	is	very	
saturated



TriviaQA

Joshi	et	al.	(2017)

‣ Totally	figuring	this	
out	is	very	challenging

‣ Coref: 
the	failed	campaign 
movie	of	the	same	name

‣ Lots	of	surface	clues:	
1961,	campaign,	etc.

‣ Systems	can	do	well	
without	really	
understanding	the	text



What	are	these	models	learning?

‣ “Who…”:	knows	to	look	for	people

‣ “Which	film…”:	can	iden<fy	movies	and	then	spot	keywords	that	
are	related	to	the	ques<on

‣ Unless	ques<ons	are	made	super	tricky	(target	closely-related	
en<<es	who	are	easily	confused),	they’re	usually	not	so	hard	to	
answer



De	Cao	et	al.	(2020)
‣ Are	these	good	explana;ons?

(Answer	=	Stanford	University)

What	are	these	models	learning?



What	are	these	models	learning?

Ye,	Nair,	Durre8	(2021)

Pairwise	explana;on	method:	explains	predic;ons	
in	terms	of	associa;ons	between	words



What	are	these	models	learning?

Ye,	Nair,	Durre8	(2021)

ABC	isn’t	used	at	all!	The	model	is	mostly	using	
the	fact	that	only	one	typeface	is	in	the	context



Takeaways

‣Models	can	oeen	work	well	for	one	QA	task	but	don’t	generalize

‣We	s;ll	don’t	have	(solvable)	QA	secngs	which	seem	to	require	really	
complex	reasoning	as	opposed	to	surface-level	pa8ern	recogni;on

‣ Lots	of	problems	with	current	QA	secngs,	lots	of	new	datasets


